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which are positioned such that the light beam is incident
thereon at an oblique angle at different planes of inci
dence, that are different from the ?rst plane of inci
dence. The second and third photodetectors also pro
duce output signals proportional to the radiation ab

PHOTODETECT OR ARRANGEMENT FOR
MEASURING THE STATE OF POLARIZATION OF
LIGHT
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

sorbed thereby. The fourth photodetector is totally
absorbing and produces a fourth electrical output signal
proportional to the radiation absorbed.

This application is a continuation-in-part of co-pend
ing application Ser. No. 747,611, ?led June 21, 1985,

In another embodiment disclosed in the present in
vention, an ellipsometer is provided which includes a

now US. Pat. No. 4,681,450.

photodetector having a partially specularly reflecting

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

surface on which the light beam is incident at an oblique
angle and which produces an electrical output signal
proportional to the radiation absorbed. Means is pro
vided coupled to the photodetector for rotating the
photodetector around an axis de?ned by the incident
light beam to modulate the electrical output signal. An

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates generally to a relatively

simple photopolarimeter and method for measuring the
state of polarization of a light beam, and more particu

larly pertains to a unique and simple photopolarimeter

auxillary photodetector that intercepts the light beam
re?ected from the specularly re?ecting photodetector

and method for measuring at least one parameter de?n
ing the state of polarization of a light beam which does
not require any of the usual prior art polarizing ele—

may be provided to generate a timing pulse for angular
encoding of the modulated output signals.

ments such as wave retarders and polarizers.

2. Discussion of the Prior Art

Many photopolarimeters have been proposed and
built to measure the state of polarization of light. See,
for example, R. M. A. Azzam and D. L. Coffeen, Opti 25
cal Polarimetry Vol. 112 of Proc. Soc. Photo-Opt. In

trum. Eng. (SPIE, Bellingham Wash., 1977). Generally,

A further embodiment includes two photodetectors
wherein the ?rst detector has a partially specularly
re?ecting detector surface and the second detector
absorbs at least a portion of the light re?ected from the
?rst photodetector. In yet another embodiment, the ?rst
and second photodetectors are rotated as a unit to pres

the polarimeters employ a sequence of polarizing opti

ent a second plane of incidence for each photodetector.

cal elements such as wave retarders and linear polariz
ers followed by a photodetector. Polarization sensitiv
ity of photodetectors is considered an annoyance and a
possible source of error to be eliminated.
Prior art ellipsometers also employ a sequence of

The electrical signals produced by the photodetectors
at each of the planes of incidence are processed to deter

mine the elliptic state of polarization.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

polarizing optical elements followed by a photodetector
to measure the polarization state of incident light. US. 35

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary em

Pat. No. 4,053,232 discloses a rotating ellipsometer
wherein the light beam is passed through a polarizer

bodiment of a photopolarimeter utilizing a polarization
sensitive photodetector of the present invention.

In accordance with the teachings herein, the present

FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating the ellipse of polariza

combining, or integrating, the polarization analysis and

the detected signal for incident linearly polarized light

photodetection functions in the same components. The

versus the photon energy at different angles of inci
dence.
FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating the connection
of a polarization sensitive photodetector to a signal

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary em
before being re?ected from a sample surface. The re
bodiment
utilizing two polarization-sensitive photode
?ected beam is passed through an encoder, a compensa
tor, and an analyzer before being incident on a photode 40 tectors.
FIG. 3 is an exemplary embodiment of a rotating
tector.
ellipsometer constructed according to the present in
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
vention.

invention is directed to a photopolarimeter and method 45 tion taken from FIG. 3.
FIG. 5 is a graph illustrating the modulation depth of
which introduces a new polarimetric concept, that of
apparatus of the present invention includes at least one

polarization sensitive photodetector having a partially
specularly re?ecting surface on which the light beam is
incident. The polarization sensitive photodetector pro
duces an electrical output signal having a magnitude
proportional to the radiation absorbed by the photode
tector.

One photopolarimeter using the new polarmetric
concept is disclosed in the applicant's copending appli

processing arrangement.
55

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION
As shown in FIG. 1, a photopolarimeter may be con

cation Ser. No. 747,611, ?led June 21, 1985, the entire

structed from a single polarization sensitive photodetec
tor 10 having a specularly re?ecting surface D. A light

speci?cation of which is herein incorporated by refer

beam S is incident upon the surface D at an oblique

ence. In that application, a light beam is incident on a 60 angle (b to the normal N of the detector 10. A portion S1

of the light is re?ected from the surface D while the
?rst photodetector having a partially specularly re?ect
component of the incident radiation that is not re?ected
ing surface at an oblique angle with a ?rst plane of
by the detector 10 is absorbed thereby. A proportional
incidence, and is partially reflected therefrom. The ?rst
signal i is generated as a result of this absorption and is
photodetector produces a ?rst electrical output signal
having a magnitude proportional to the radiation ab 65 detected. By integrating the polarization-analysis and
sorbed thereby. The light beam is then subsequently
detection functions, we achieve a simple and novel

re?ected and absorbed by second and third photodetec

polarimeter from which at least one parameter of the

tors also having partially specularly re?ecting surfaces

polarization of light can be determined.

3
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It is not essential that the two detector surfaces be
parallel or that they should function as a pair of crossed
polarizers, desirable as these conditions may be. How~

FIG. 2 shows another embodiment including two

polarization sensitive photodetectors 12 and 14 each
having a partially specularly re?ecting surface D1 and
D2. Ideally, the detector surfaces D1 and D2 are paral

ever we will continue to assume a common plane of

lel and they also function as a pair of crossed thin ?lm
re?ection polarizers; however, this is not essential.

incidence for light re?ections at the surfaces of the two

detectors D1 and Dz. In terms of Rpl, R,i and Rpz, RS2,

All of the incident radiation is captured by the two
detectors 12, 14 and each detector generates an output
electrical signal, i1 and iz, proportional to the fraction of

the p and s re?ectances of D1 and D2, respectively, the

detected signals are given by

radiation it absorbs, For simplicity we assumed the

following ideal (power) re?ectances of the detector
surfaces for incident p- and s» polarized light:
Rpl =0, R.rl = 1,

Rs2=0-

i2=k2[(l —Rp2)Rpl1p+(1 - RSz)R:11;]-

(6)

(I)

In Eqs. (6), IF and I, are the component ?uxes of incident

(2)

light that are p and s polarized, and k1 and k; are the
photodetection sensitivity constants of D1 and D2, re

spectively, as has already been indicated. Equations (6)
Equations (1) and (2) indicate that the surface of D1 acts

can be written in matrix form:

as an ideal re?ection polarizer and that the surface of

7.11.‘.

D2 is antire?ection-coated for the s-polarized light re 20

?ected by Di.
In general, we denote by Ip and I, the component
?uxes (powers) of incident light that are polarized par
allel (p) and perpendicular (s) to the common plane of
incidence for the two re?ections at D1 and D2. 1] and I; 25
are the ?uxes absorbed by D1 and D2 which produce

output electrical signals i1 and i2, respectively. Linear
photodetection is assumed so that
i|=lt|l|, iz==k1l¢,

(3)

where in and k; are sensitivity constants characteristic

of D1 and D2, respectively, and include any postdetec
where i=(i1iz)t is the signal vector, I: (IPIS)' is the ?ux
tion ampli?cation factors.
When the ideal conditions of Eqs. (1) and (2) are 35 vector (where t indicates the transpose), and a=(a,j) is
the 2X2 instrument matrix characteristic of the two

satisfied, IX=IP and Iz=I,. Furthermore, if k1=k2 (i.e.,

photodetectors. From Eq. (9),

the detector sensitivities are equal or equalized), the

degree of linear polarization of incident light, which is
de?ned by
P=(Ip"Is)/(Ip+Is)1

i=;-1i'.

(4)

is obtained from the output signals of the photodetec
tors by
45

P== (i1 --i2)/(i| + i2).

(10)

which indicates that the input ?ux vector I is obtained
by premultiplying the output Sigll?l vector i with the
inverse of the instrument matrix ail.
Unambigu_ous determination of I from Eq. (10) re
quires_ that a’1 exists, i.e., a must be nonsingular. In
turn, a is nonsingular when its determinant is not zero,
i.e.
deta'a?O.
(11)

(5)

Equation (5) indicates that, with such an arrangement,
we have perhaps realized the simplest possible instru

ment for measuring the degree of linear polarization of( 50 From Eqs. (8) we get

light.

For Si photodetectors, null re?ectances, lip/=0 and
R,Z=O can be readily achieved by single~layer coatings

4“ 71' = 1111422 — H12 H21

= klkZ [Rsl(l -" Rpl)(1 " RsZ) " Rpl (1 - Rsl)

at a given wavelength. For example, at >~= 632.8 nm (of

the often-used I-I'e-Ne laser), Rp1< 10"5 at the pseudo
Brewster angle, d>=75.44', of bare Si with complex
refractive index 3.85-j0.02. In this case R,1=0.76 and
the second of Eqs. (1) is not satis?ed. To make R,2=O at
the same angle (parallel detector surfaces), the Si sur
face of D2 is coated with a transparent layer of refrac
tive index 1.37 (e.g., MgFz) and of quarter-wave optical
thickness (163.2 nm actual thickness). A protective
layer of half-wave optical thickness of the same (or of
different, e.g., SiOz) dielectric can be applied to D1,

55

without affecting the condition Rpl =0. Multilayer

65 be nonsingular is that

coatings are required to satisfy all of Eqs. (1) and (2), at
least approximately, over the useful spectral bandwidth

of the photodetectors.

(12)

(1 — 192)]

It is instructive to consider some special cases as
examples. Let us assume identical detectors and drop
the subscripts l and 2 from Eq. (12); we obtain

d¢:a=/<Z(R,-R,,)(1-R,)(1-R,,).

(l3)

Apart from the trivially obvious requirement that k_¢0,
Eq. (13) shows that the only essential condition for a to

5
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A particularly simple form of the determinant is ob
tained if we further assume incidence at 45° on uncoated

detector surfaces; in this case RP=RSZ, and Eq. (13)
reduces to

an a=l<l R,(l+R,)(1-R;)3.

azimuth of the major axis of the polarization ellipse is

(is)

determined, is established by a small aperture 18 and an

auxiliary detector Da that is placed to intercept the
(conically) rotating re?ected beam. The output signal ia

For Si with the refractive index 3.85- 1092 at >\=632.8
nm, R,=0.47 at 45‘ incidence, and det a=0.lk2, from

Eq. (15).
Consider also the case of parallel Si detector surfaces
that are coated such that Rp1=0, R;1=0.76, Rsz=O at
the same angle of incidence ¢=75.44° and A= 632.8 nm.

of Da provides a reference timing pulse that permits the
10

Here at; of Eqs. (8) simplify to
kl.
0.

012 = 0.24 k],
021 = 0.76 [(2,

determination of the azimuth of the polarization ellipse
from the phase angle of the ac component of id. It is also
possible to use an array of photodetectors, positioned
behind a uniformly angularly spaced array of holes or
slits around the circumference of a circle traced by the

reflected light beam, as an angular encoding scheme for

(16)

the digital sampling of the detected signal id.
With reference to FIG. 4 let a and jb, where a and b
are real and j= - 1, be the phasor components of the

and

de! 3 = 0.76 Iqkz.

6

id. p and 5 denote the orthogonal linear polarization
directions parallel p and perpendicular s to the plane of
incidence (the plane of the page in FIG. 3).
A ?xed reference plane, with respect to which the

(17) 20

As a ?nal example, consider the arrangement ob
tained when the second detector surface is set to inter

cept normally (and totally absorb, using an antireflec
tion coating) the light beam re?ected from the ?rst

25

detector. In this case an and an of Eqs. (8) remain un

electric vector of incident totally polarized light along
the major and minor axes of the polarization ellipse. The
orthogonal directions p and 5 (parallel and perpendicu
lar to the plane of incidence) rotate with the rotation of
the detector at the angular speed (.00, and 0 is the instan
- taneous azimuth between the major axis of the ellipse

and the rotating p axis. The p and s phasor components

of the electric vector are obtained by simple projection

changed but an and an become

as

32l=k2Rpb 322=k2Rsl

(18)

d‘! 7=k1kz(R:1—Rpl).

Ep=a cos9-jb sinO.

30

The determinant of 5 reduces to

Es=a sin0+jb c050.

(21)

(19)

which is nonzero provided that k|k2#0 and RSI¢RPL

For Si detectors at k=632.8 nm, incidence at 75.44“ on 35
the ?rst surface, which is uncoated or coated with a

transparent protective dielectric layer of half-wave

optical thickness, makes Rp1=0, RS1 =O.76l and det
a=0.76k1kz. The second surface can be antire?ection
coated at normal incidence using a Si3N4 ?lm of refrac

tive index 1.9622 and of 80.4_nm thickness.
Once the input ?ux vector I is obtained from Eq. (10),
the degree of linear polarization of the incident light P
can be determined from Eq. (4).
FIG. 3 shows a unique ellipsometer that uses only a

photodetector 16 and dispenses of all other optical ele
ments. The detector surface Do is partially specularly
re?ecting and is set to intercept the incoming light beam
So at an oblique angle of incidence (in). Only a fraction
of the incident radiation is absorbed which depends on
the incident polarization and the azimuthal orientation
of the plane of incidence (POI). The detector is syn
chronously rotated around the light beam as an axis.
The surface normal No precesses in a conical fashion

Apart from a multiplicative constant, the corresponding
p- and s- polarized component ?uxes of incident light
are

lp=E'p Ep= HQ ( l + cosZecosZO),

I,=E’, ES: L10 (1 —cos2ecos20),

(21)

where
10 = [p + 1,

(222)

= a2 + b2.

cosZe = (a2 _ 172)/(?z + b2).

(22b)

e=tan"l (b/a) is the ellipticity angle which falls in the
range —45°§e§45°; the limiting values of a: —-45°
and e= +45‘ represent left- and right-handed circularly

polarized light, respectively. The light ?ux absorbed by
the photodetector is given by

[d=(1'—Rp)[p+(l-Rs) In
(23)
and the POI becomes a revolving plane through and 55
around the incident beam. The output electrical signal
where RP and R; are the (power) re?ectances of the
id of the photodetector, which is proportional to the
detector surface for incident p- and s- polarized light.
fraction of radiation it absorbs, is modulated by the
We assume linear photodetection, so that the output
rotation. It is this modulation that determines the input
electrical signal of the detector is
state of polarization.
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of this simple rotating
i4=k 1d,
(24)

detector ellipsometer (RODE). The detector D0 is

mounted, in a tilted orientation, on the shaft of a small
where the sensitivity constant k is independent of Id but
synchronous motor M that rotates at an angular speed
may vary with wavelength. Substitution of Eqs. (21)
we. The light beam So, whose state of polarization is to 65 and (22a) into Eq. (23), and using the result into Eq.

be measured, strikes the specularly re?ecting detector

surface Do at an angle of oblique incidence 1110. The
absorbed radiation generates the output electrical signal

(24), yield the simpli?ed expression

4,725,145
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(3) Timing pulses, essential for absolute azimuth mea
surement and analog-to-digital conversion of the de

tected signal, are readily available by intercepting the
rotating reflected beam by an array of auxiliary detec
tors arranged around a circle.

(4) A simple calibration procedure permits the direct
determination of ellipticity angle from the modulation
depth of the detected signal.
(5) The sensitivity of the ellipsometer can be conve
niently controlled by adjusting the angle of incidence

Ru of Eq. (27) is the detector surface re?ectance for

(to. Dielectric-layer coatings can also be applied to the
detector surface to alter its reflectance characteristics
and achieve optimal performance over certain spectral

inicident unpolarized or circularly polarized light. In
Eq. (25) m represents the modulation depth of the de
tected signal (ratio of amplitudes of the ac and dc com

ranges.
ponents of the signal) that results from rotation of the
detector. Equation (28) indicates that when e=0, 15 Alternatively, to measure the ellipse (state) ‘of polar
ization of incident totally polarized light, except for
m=m[_; i.e. m1, is the modulation depth obtained when

handedness, the two-detector system of FIG. 2 is ro
tated as one unit around the incident beam by a prespec

the incident light is linearly polarized.
Equation (29) tells us that mL is also a property of the
detector surface at a given angle of incidence and wave

i?ed angle 0 and the measurement of P is repeated. To
maintain a common plane’of incidence for the two re

length. In FIG. 5 m1‘, computed from Eq. (29), is plot

flections independent of the rotation of the‘detector
assembly,
and retain mechanical simplicity, the detector
for an uncoated Si surface using known optical con- ,
surfaces should be parallel.
stants, at three angles of incidence ¢=45, 60 and 75‘. At
The input state of polarization is represented con
a given eh, m;, changes within a narrow range; e.g. at
25 cisely by the complex polarization number
ted as a function of photon energy between 1.5 and 6 eV

¢=60', 0.355 <mL 0.519. Furthermore, in; increases as

(b increases and approaches 1 as 4>~>90° (broken curve).

X=E,/Ep=tan\llexp(jA),

m1, can be determined by calibration, once and for all,
for a given detector at a given angle of incidence by

recording the modulation depth of the detected signal
as‘ a function of wavelength with a (broad-band, very

(33)

where Ep and E, are the phasor components of the elec
30 tric vector of light parallel and perpendicular to the

plane of incidence, respectively, in the reference orien

low-extinction-ratio) linear polarizer placed in the path

tation 0:0. The degree of linear polarization P is re
lated to X by

of the light beam.
“ When incident light of unknown polarization shines

on the rotating photodetector, the resulting measured 35
modulation depth m determines the ellipticity angle by
COSZG==m/mL,

(30)

from Eq. (28), where m;, is now considered known. The
sign of e is indeterminate and RODE is handedness

if Eq. (33) is used. Rotation of the detector assembly

blind, similar to known rotating-analyzer elliptometers.
The instantaneous azimuth 0 that appears in Eqs. (20),

rotates the plane of incidence by the angle 0. A conve
nient choice of 0=45° transforms X to X’ where

(21) and (25) can be written as
X‘=(X—l)/(X+l).

9=0o+wot

From Eqs. (33), (34) and (35), the degree of polarization

where 00 is the desired major-axis azimuth of the polar
ization ellipse measured from the fixed reference plane
(the reference direction r in FIG. 4). Substitution of Eq.

(31) into Eq. (25) gives
idsio?-i-m cos(2~ol+20o)].

(36)

(3‘)

P’ in the new 0:45‘ orientation is given by
P‘ =sin2illcosA.

(37)

50

(32)

According to Eqs. (35) and (37), measurements of P and
P’ determine the polarization parameters Ill and A sim—
ply, directly, and completely. Notice, however, that it is
cos A that is determined. Consequently the sign of A,

Equation (32) shows that the azimuth angle 00 is deter
mined by the phase angle of the ac component of the
detected signal id whose frequency is double the rota 55 hence the handedness of the incident polarization, re

tional frequency of the detector. The timing pulse from
the auxiliary detector Dain FIG. 3 defines the time t=0,
or the beginning of a period (of duration rr/m) of the

mains ambiguous. The situation is identical to that en

periodic signal id of Eq. (32).

necessary. Only pinned rotational positions at 0=O

The advantages of RODE are summarized below.

(1) RODE is the simplest possible ellipsometer be
cause it has the least number of optical components,

only one-—the photodetector itself, for polarization
measurement.

countered in the rotating-analyzer ellipsometer.
A calibrated scale for the detector rotation is not

(reference), 0:45’, and 0:90‘ are needed. Mechanical
rotation can be altogether avoided if a half-wave re

tarder (I-IWR) is inserted in the incident beam to
achieve an equivalent rotation of the plane of incidence.
The half-wave retardation can be electro-optically or

(2) RODE is suited for spectroscopic ellipsometry 65 piezo-optically induced so that an ellipsometer with no
because its spectral range is limited only by available
moving parts is obtained. It should be noted that the
photodetectors, and not by any other polarizing optical
degree of linear polarization P of incident totally or
elements.
'
partially polarized light is of its own important in sev

4,725,145
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eral applications, such as in atmospheric optics and in

crocomputer 24 which receives as its input the digitized

linear-dichroism measurements, and it can be measured

output electrical signals. The microcomputer deter

fast by the two-detector ellipsometer (TDE) in the 0 = 0
orientation.
The instrument matrix 5 can be calculated from the

mines the the state of polarization of the light beam. In
use with the ellipsometers described above, the mi
crocomputer 24 may have stored in memory to deter
mine the state of polarization. The result can be dis
played on a suitable output device 26.

‘ known characteristics of the two detectors using Eqs.

(8). However, a more practical approach is to determine

a by calibration. a is a function of wavelength and must
While several embodiments and variations of the for
be measured over the useful spectral bandwidth of the
a photodetector arrangement for measuring the state of
detectors. A light source-monochromator combination 10 polarization of light are described in detail herein, it
produces a collirnated monochromatic light beam
should be apparent that the disclosure and teachings of

which is linearly polarized by passing it through a good

the present invention will suggest many alternative
(crystal) polarizer. The detector assembly is set in the
designs to those skilled in the art.
0=0 reference orientation and the polarizer is rotated
What is claimed is:
until the transmitted electric vector is parallel (p) and to
1. An apparatus for the measurement of at least one
the plane of incidence. The input flux vector becomes
parameter of the state of polarization of a light beam
I=(IC0)'. The output signals of the two photodetectors,
comprising: at least one polarization sensitive photode
denoted by i1” and izpc, are recorded as functions of
tector having a partially specularly reflecting surface on
wavelength A. (At a given A, i1 PC is the maximum output
which the light beam is incident such that a component
signal of uncoated, or very-thin-?lmocoated, detector 20 of the light beam is re?ected and a component of the
that is obtained when the polarizer is rotationally ad
light beam is absorbed by the photodetector, said polar
justed to its proper azimuth.)
ization sensitive photodetector producing an electrical
With the polarizer ?xed, the detector assembly is
output signal having a magnitude proportional to the
rotated to its 0=90° position. The input light is now 5
polarized, with flux vector I=(0 1c)‘, and the induced 25 radiation absorbed by the photodetector from which at
least one parameter of the state of polarization may be
output signals i1“ and izw of the two photodetectors are
determined.
again recorded. (The flux of light leaving the polarizer
2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the photodetec
L is the same in the 0:0 and 90' calibration steps if a
tor is positioned to intercept the light beam at an oblique
stable source is used, but 10 may vary with A.) The four

angle of incidence.

calibration signals ilpc, i2”, i1“ an_d i7,“- are sufficient to

3. The apparatus of claim 1 further including means
for determining at least one parameter of the state of

determine the instrument matrix a through Eq. (7); the
result is

polarization of the light beam from said electrical out
9

put signal.

(as)
35

,

4. The apparatus of claim 1 further including means
for rotating said at least one photodetector around an

axis de?ned by the incident light beam.
where the argument A has been added to emphasize the

wavelength dependence of the various quantities. 1AA)
need not be measured and no absolute photometry is 40

required. To determine P requires only that a be deter
mined up to a constant scalar multiplier. Therefore, the

l/lcOt) term in Eq (38) can be ignored.
Calibration of a given TDE need only be carried out
once, and the instrument matrix a is stored for all subse 45
quent polarization measurements. The TDE can be
interfaced with an on-line microcomputer which ac

cepts as input the digitized (sampled) output signals of
the two photodetectors and produces the desired polar
ization parameters of the incident light as output.
This type of instrument is particularly useful for pc
larization-state measurements in the vacuum ultraviolet,
where conventional transmission optics are not usable.

In this spectral range the photons are energetic enough

5. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein there are two of

said polarization sensitive photodetectors such that;
(a) a ?rst of said photodetectors partially reflects the
light beam incident thereon and produces a ?rst

electrical output signal having a magnitude propor
tional to the radiation absorbed by the ?rst photo
detector; and
(b) a second of said photodetector being positioned so
that the light beam partially re?ected from the ?rst
photodetector is incident on said second photode
tector and produces a second electrical output

signal having a magnitude proportional to the radi
ation absorbed by the second photodetector.
6. The apparatus of claim 3 wherein said means for
determining the at least one parameter of the state of

polarization includes a microcomputer.
7. An ellipsometer for measuring the state of polariza

to eject electrons from the mirror surfaces, and these 55 tion of a light beam comprising:
(a) a photodetector having a partially specularly re
electron currents can be ampli?ed by suitable dynode
?ecting surface on which the light beam is incident
structures.
at an oblique angle with a plane of incidence and is
FIG. 6 is a block diagram of an exemplary signal
partially re?ected therefrom, said photodetector
processing arrangement in which the output signals of
one or more photodetectors D are initially ampli?ed at 60

20, and are then converted to digital equivalent values
by analog to digital converters 22 which are directed as

inputs to a processor 24, preferably a microprocessor,
which performs the necessary calculations. In an alter

native embodiment, the processor 24 may be equipped 65
to handle the A/D conversions.
As shown in FIG. 6, any of the instruments of FIGS.
1, 2 or 3 can be readily interfaced to an on-line mi

producing an electrical output signal having a mag
nitude proportional to the radiation absorbed by

the photodetector; and
(b) means coupled to said photodetector for rotating
said photodetector around an axis de?ned by the
incident light beam to modulate the electrical out

put signal.
8. The ellipsometer of claim 7 wherein said rotating
means includes a synchronous or stepping motor.
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9. The ellipsometer of claim 7 further including
means coupled to said modulated electrical output sig
nal for determining the state of polarization of a light

22. The apparatus of claim 19 wherein the detecting
surface of said second detector is a substantially totally

beam.

23. The apparatus of claim 22 wherein the partially
re?ected light beam is incident on said second photode
tector normal to the detecting surface of said second

light absorptive surface.

10. The ellipsometer of claim 7 wherein said rotating
means rotates the photodetector such that said photode

photodetector.

tector precesses about an axis normal to said specularly

re?ecting surface whereby said light partially re?ected
therefrom is a conically rotating re?ecting light beam.
11. The ellipsometer of claim 7 further including
means for determining the azimuth angle of the plane of
incidence of the light beam.

24. The apparatus of claim 20 or 22 wherein the de

tecting surface of said ?rst and second photodetectors
10 are parallel to each other.

25. The apparatus of claims 20 or 22 including means
coupled to said ?rst and second output signals for mea

12. The ellipsometer of claim 11 wherein said means

suring the degree of linear polarization of the light

for determining the azimuth angle includes an auxiliary
photodetector that intercepts the light beam re?ected
from said specularly reflecting photodetector, said aux

beam.
26. The apparatus of claim 24 including means for
rotating the ?rst and second photodetector as an inte

iliary photodetector producing an auxiliary electrical
output signal in the form of a timing pulse.

plurality of said auxiliary photodetectors positioned

gral unit by a predetermined angle with respect to the
light beam incident on the ?rst photodetector, said ?rst
photodetector producing a third electrical output signal
at the rotated position and the second photodetector

around said specularly re?ecting photodetector to in
tercept the rotating re?ected light beam at a plurality of

position.

13. The ellipsometer of claim 12 further including a

producing a fourth electrical output signal at the rotated

27. The apparatus of claim 26 including means cou- _
angles to provide an angular encoding scheme for con
verting said modulated electrical output signals to cor 25 pled to receive said ?rst, second, third and fourth elec
trical output signals for determining the state of polar
responding digital signals.

14. The ellipsometer of claim 13 further including
means coupled to receive said corresponding digital
signals for calculating the elliptic polarization of a light

ization of the light beam.

.

28. An ellipsometer for measuring the state of polar
ization of a light beam, comprising:

‘

(a) a ?rst photodetector having a partially specularly
re?ecting detecting surface in which the light beam

beam.
‘i 15. The ellipsometer of claim 13 wherein said calcu
‘ lating mean is a microcomputer having calibration data

is incident at an oblique angle with a ?rst plane of

obtained with a linearly polarized light beam stored

incidence and is partially re?ected therefrom,,said
?rst photodetector producing a ?rst electrical out

therein.
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16. The ellipsometer of claim 12 including means 35
coupled to said modulated electrical output signal and

said auxiliary output signal for determining the input
> state of polarization of a light beam with respect to a

reference plane of incidence of the light beam.
17. The ellipsometer of claim 16 wherein said means
for determining the input state of polarization includes a
microcomputer having calibration data stored therein.

radiation absorbed by the ?rst photodetector;
(b) a second photodetector having a detecting surface
on which the light beam partially re?ected from
the ?rst photodetector is incident at a plane of
incidence, substantially coincident with the ?rst

plane of incidence, said second photodetector pro
ducing a second electrical output signal having a
magnitude proportional to the radiation absorbed

18. An apparatus for the measurement of at least one

by the second photodetector;

parameter of the state of polarization of a light beam

comprising:

put signal having a magnitude proportional to the

45

(a) a ?rst photodetector having a partially specularly
re?ecting detecting surface on which the light

(0) means for rotating the plane of incidence of the
light beam incident on the ?rst photodetector to a

second plane of incidence different from the ?rst

beam is incident at an oblique angle and is partially
re?ected therefrom, said ?rst photodetector pro
ducing a ?rst electrical output signal having a mag 50
nitude proportional to the radiation absorbed by
the ?rst photodetector; and
(b) a second photodetector having a detecting surface

plane of incidence, said ?rst photodetector produc
ing a third electrical output signal at the second

plane of incidence and the second photodetector’
producing a fourth electrical output signal at the
second plane of incidence.
29. The ellipsometer of claim 28 wherein the detect
ing surface of said ?rst and second photodetectors are
on which the light beam partially re?ected from
the ?rst photodetector is incident, said second pho 55 parallel to each other.
30. The ellipsometer of claim 29 including means
todetector producing a second electrical output
signal having a magnitude proportional to the radi
coupled to said ?rst, second, third and fourth electrical

output signals for measuring the polarization parame

ation absorbed by the second photodetector.
19. The apparatus of claim 18 wherein the light beam
incident on the ?rst photodetector and the partially
re?ected light beam incident on the second photodetec

31. The ellipsometer of claim 30 including means for
storing calibration data to thereby determine the state of

tor are incident at a common plane of incidence.

polarization of the light beam.

20. The apparatus of claim 19 wherein the detecting
surface of said second detector is a partially specularly

32. The apparatus of claim 28 wherein the detecting
surface of said second detector is a partially specularly

re?ecting surface.
21. The apparatus of claim 20 wherein the partially
re?ected light beam is incident on said second photode
tector at an oblique angle.

ters ill and cos A.

65

‘

re?ecting surface.
33. The apparatus of claim 28 wherein the partially
re?ected light beam is incident on said second photode
tector at an oblique angle.

13
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light absorptive surface.
35. The ellipsometer of claim 28 wherein said is pro
vided by a half-wave retarder inserted within the light 5
beam incident on the ?rst photodetector.
36. The ellipsometer of claim 35 wherein said half
wave retarder is an electro-optical retarder.
37. The ellipsometer of claim 35 wherein said half
wave retarder is a piezo-optical retarder.

38. The ellipsometer of claim 28 wherein said rotating

absorbed thereby;
(b) rotating said ?rst photodetector around an axis
de?ned by the incident light beam; and
(c) directing the light beam reflected from said ?rst
photodetector on to a second photodetector pro

ducing a second electrical output signal having a
magnitude proportional to the radiation absorbed

thereby.
42. A method for measuring the elliptic state of polar
ization of a light beam comprising:
(a) directing the light beam onto a ?rst photodetector

having a partially specularly reflecting detecting

means includes a stepping motor.

surface on which the light beam is incident at an

39. A method for measuring at least one parameter of

the state of polarization of a light beam, comprising:
(a) directing the light beam on to a photodetector
having a partially specularly reflecting surface on
which the light beam is incident,
(b) producing with said photodetector an electrical

14
having a magnitude proportional to the radiation‘

34. The apparatus of claim 28 wherein the detecting
surface of said second detector is a substantially totally

15

oblique angle with a ?rst plane of incidence and is

partially reflected therefrom, and producing with
said ?rst photodetector a ?rst electrical output

signal having a magnitude proportional to the radi
ation absorbed thereby;

(b) directing the light beam partially re?ected from

output signal having a magnitude proportional to
the radiation absorbed by the photodetector,
(c) detecting said electrical output signal, and

the ?rst photodetector on to a second photodetec
tor at a plane of incidence substantially coincident

with the ?rst plane of incidence, and producing
with said second photodetector a second electrical

(d) determining the at least one parameter of the state

output signal having a magnitude proportional to
the radiation absorbed thereby; and
(c) rotating the plane of incidence of the light beam

of polarization from said electrical output signal.
40. The method of claim 39 further including the step
of rotating the photodetector around an axis de?ned by
the incident light beam.
41. A method for measuring the elliptic polarization
of a light beam comprising:

incident on the ?rst photodetector to a second

plane of incidence different from the ?rst plane of
incidence, and producing with said ?rst photode
tector a third electrical output signal and produc
ing with said second photodetector a fourth electri

(a) directing the light beam onto a ?rst photodetector

having a ?rst partially specularly re?ecting surface

cal output signal having a magnitude proportional

on which the light beam is incident at an oblique

to the radiation absorbed thereby.

angle, and producing an electrical output signal 35
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